
 
 

FRONT OFFICE AGENT 
 
Employment Period: May – October 
Location: Princess Resort,  Skiathos -  member of Santikos Collection 
 
Job	Description:	

We are looking for a Front Office Agent to make our clients feel welcome and ensure their pleasant and comfortable 
stay at our hotel, while creating memorable experiences for them. Our Front Office Agent is a part of a dynamic team 
that provides award-winning service to our guests at Princess Resort. Front Office Agents are a part of the Front Office 
team, report to the Front Office Manager and are responsible for the welcoming and arrival/departure experience. 
Responsibilities include greeting clients as they arrive, checking them in/out, Communicate with the reservations, 
housekeeping and maintenance departments to ensure prompt responses to guests’ needs along with being the 
beating heart of the hotel operations and communications. The successful candidate should be outgoing and friendly 
with a gregarious personality and a natural talent for customer service. We want our guests to feel as though they can 
get anything they might want or need at a moment’s notice, so as the Front Desk Agent, it would be your job to 
provide that.  
 
If you have previous hospitality experience and are familiar with hotel procedures, being the central point of contact 
for a hotel and check-in/check-out processes, we’d like to meet you. Our ideal candidates have a flair for 
communication, with the ability to resolve issues in a timely and accurate manner. Ultimately, you will be the our 
guests first impression of our hotel by answering their requests and making sure our visitors are satisfied. 
 
Required Qualifications:  
Proven work experience as a Front Office Agent or similar role. 
Understanding of all hotel Front Office operations. 
Hands-on experience with Hotel Management software, Protel. 
Proficiency in English; knowledge of other languages is a plus. 

 
Required Skills: 
Customer service drive with outstanding communication and active listening skills. 
Excellent problem-solving and multitasking skills... 
Organizational skills along with the ability to maintain a positive attitude and high performance. 
Ability to work flexible hours. 
Excellent grooming standards  and a strong sense of responsibility and a professional presentation. 
 
Benefits: 
The hotel is an equal opportunities employer, promoting fair practices in the workforce.  

• Accommodation in near proximity to the hotel 
• 3 Meals a day 
• Laundry service for work clothes & laundry facility access for personal use 
• Training programs   


